at four bristles so that the infrequent wildtype flies with more or less than four bristles are caused by segregation of the scutellar genes producing combinations with a summed action of more or less than four bristles. Fraser (1963) described such variation as due to "genetic leakage" of the canalised genotype. During the analysis of the genetic variability in the natural population of D. melanogaster from Kulu Valley such a leakage has been found in the progenies of thirteen females out of a small sample of thirty-nine females inseminated in nature.
Selection for higher number of scutellar bristles yielded some very interesting results. It was carried on for nine generations (table i) after which the individuals became sterile. During the first seven generations, ten females with the highest number of bristles and inseminated by unknown males were selected and mass cultured in each generation. In the subsequent generations the selection was extended to both the parents through pair mating. From the numbers of offspring of the pairs in the eighth and ninth generation it became evident that the sterility did not suddenly develop at the ninth generation. In the eighth generation three out of a total of nine crosses yielded comparatively low numbers of progeny and still lower fertility was shown by as many as four out of a similar set of nine crosses in the ninth generation.
A glance at table i reveals that though the selection raised the bristle number up to eight in the second generation, it failed to produce individuals with nine bristles until the ninth generation. This would mean that the large number of genes, which it must be assumed were accumulated from the second to the eighth generation, were insufficient to produce the ninth bristle and produce only the eighth. Such art assumption is further supported by the fact that the frequency of individuals with eight bristles increases in the successive generations of selection. It, thus, seems that there exists a " secondary canalisation zone " of bristle development at eight where a wide range of summed genetic values all lead to the expression of eight bristles. In terms of polygenes, it may be concluded that although a number of genes are needed to pass the canalisation of the scutellar bristles at four, a still higher number are required to give a threshold effect to produce more than eight bristles.
